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Satisfaction Survey- Results 

ERN-EYE organized its 6th General Annual Meeting from April 25th to 26th 2022 in 
Amsterdam, Netherlands. It gathered nearly 80 people from the HCPs of 17 member 
countries of the network, as well as invited speakers.  

The central part of the meeting was dedicated to the governance board bringing 
together the representatives of ERN-EYE full members and patient representatives. 
The rest of the meeting was devoted in particular to the question of the crucial need 
for collecting data from Rare disease patients in Europe: the importance of registries 
in Europe, the experience of ERN ERKnet and the presentation of the progress of the 
ERN-EYE registry (REDgistry). The Clinical Patient Management System CPMS was also 
discussed. 

This meeting was also the opportunity to speak about national integration and ERN 
research projects (EJP-RD, ERICA). Finally, several ERN-EYE working groups had the 
chance to meet in parallel sessions. 

Above all, this meeting made it possible for the 28 new ERN-EYE members to 
introduce themselves and to meet (finally in person!) the rest of the network. 

41 people answered the survey, representing half of the participants at the meeting. 

In view of the 41 answers of the satisfaction survey, it seems that, generally speaking, 
this meeting met the expectations of the participants.  

The only weakness in the organisation of this meeting was perhaps that the 
documentation (programme) was sent too late. Otherwise, the organization in 
general suited the participants. 

The results are presented below, question by question, with the percentages of 
responses. 
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We noted that the participants were generally satisfied with the progress and 
organization of the meeting. This time, the duration of two days seemed to be good, 
a little too long for some of them.  

 

 

Very satisfied
85%

Satisfied
15%

Not satisfied
0%

The meeting was generally well organised

Total votes :41

Appropriate
95%

Too short
0%

Too long
5%

The duration of the meeting was

Total votes : 41
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The registration was efficient for the participants but some of them would receive the 
documentation earlier. 

 

 

Very satisfied
81%

Satisfied
17%

Not satisfied
2%

Meeting registration was efficient and 
straightforward

Total votes : 41

Very satisfied
71%

Satisfied
19%

Not satisfied
10%

Documentation was made available in a 
timely manner

Total votes : 41
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Very satisfied
87%

Satisfied
13%

The venue and its location met my 
expectations

Total votes : 41

Very satisfied
92%

Satisfied
8%

The quality of the sound in the meeting 
rooms to hear speaker on site was good

Total votes : 41
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The event's format made it possible to satisfy almost all the participants.  

The quality of the sound and Internet was good. 

 

 

 

Very satisfied
76%

Satisfied
24%

Not satisfied
0%

The quality of the sound in the meeting 
rooms to hear speakers online was good

Total votes : 41

Very satisfied
73%

Satisfied
27%

Internet access was good and reliable

Total votes : 41
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The goals of the General Annual Meeting were to draw the situation of the ERN-EYE 
projects, as well as the next issues for ERN-EYE in the coming months. It was also a good 
opportunity to welcome the new members. In view of the results mentioned above, it 
seems that the objective has been achieved. 

 

Very satisfied
78%

Satisfied
22%

Not satisfied
0%

The meeting sessions offered valuable 
insights for ERN-EYE

Total votes : 41

Very satisfied
76%

Satisfied
24% Not satisfied

0%

The meeting outputs will be useful to my work and 
my work related to ERN-EYE

Total votes : 41


